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“Promised Goods” 
• How CIOs analyzed, developed, and communicated their 

organizational technology strategies 
• How to start on developing your own strategies 
• How to assess your current state of organizational technology 
• How to align technology priorities with business priorities 
• How to communicate strategy 
• How to start a discussion in your organization about a more 

deliberate technology strategy 

Reminder Slide – To be removed for final 
presentation 



Why Are You Here? 
• A lack of results from IT investment? 
• Conflicting agendas on how to use technology? 
• Misalignment of strategic priorities? 
• A nagging feeling that “more could be done”? 



IT Strategy is NOT all about Technology 

Information  
Delivery 
Methods 

What works best is a delivery strategy that matches the 
culture and operational maturity of the organization 
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Steps to Improving IT Strategy  
 

 
• Know where you are (yes, I mean YOU) 
• Align department strategies with IT investments 
• Follow-up on execution of planned investment 
• Reassess IT plans regularly 

 



Know Where You Are 



Your Expectations for the Use of 
Technology sets the Tone 

If you expect technology to… 

Support the Organization Enable the Organization Move the Organization 

You need an IT organization which is a … 

Utility Provider Service Bureau 

Cost-Driven Service-Driven Transformation- 
Driven 

Change Agency 

Which yields an IT Strategy that is… 



The Best Practice IT Service Delivery Model 
Depends on Business Expectations 

Source: “Understand Shared-Service Fundamentals and Avoid Perennial Traps”, Gartner, 15 November 2010, ID:G00208647 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivery models (asset optimizing, process optimizing, service optimizing, value optimizing) are different from operating models (centralized, decentralized, federated).“Asset consolidation is a worthwhile activity and can sometimes be a viable catalyst for a shared-service transformation, but it is a means, rather than an end. Underlying expectations concerning consolidations are often blurred and the implications associated with a major asset consolidation poorly understood, which often has a serious, long-term deleterious effect. … Unfortunately, all too often, the early emphasis on assets results in a deeply entrenched, archaic model that is fundamentally incapable of delivering [process and service optimization] benefits. The result is a bottleneck that is never resolved because the service delivery maturation work never occurs.”“However, asset optimization, with its siloed construct, leads to very deep, very narrow specialization. It is, in essence, an assembly line model where people who install car doors do nothing but install car doors, and get very good at that. Its unfortunate byproduct is that no one has insight or accountability into the actual results that are delivered. This inevitably leads to unpredictable, unrepeatable outcomes — aka firefighting. As enterprise operations have grown totally dependent on IT, these quality issues have become untenable. For this reason, the silo model is outdated.”“… to optimize process outcomes, people must be aligned to processes, rather than functions. This leads to an organizational construct (whether permanent or matrixed), where siloed structures and rewards based on individual skill attainment give way to team-based structures and rewards based on results. In other words, people and their skills are taken out of their silos and redistributed into multidisciplinary teams. This is a huge cultural shift. It also means head counts and some costs can go up.… IT leaders employing this model must understand that, while their basic value proposition has not changed, the manner in which they deliver it has. In the process model, cost is taken out of the equation by eliminating the opportunity costs of unpredictable and unrepeatable results, rather than by increasing the marginal return on assets. Finally, IT organizations with this model are by nature focused on their own back office, rather than a business consumer's experience of their services. This often results in confusion and misrepresentation around customer identification (someone in the business or another IT team?) and what their services really are (what they do versus how they do it?). This lack of clarity tends to permeate most IT communications and behaviors, perpetuating credibility issues and enterprise claims that IT doesn't understand the business.”A centralized [or federated IT] organization, therefore, can be an asset-, process-, service- or value-optimizing organization depending on the delivery model…. Asset consolidations deal predominantly with the architectural domain and are fundamentally about changing the enterprise's cost structure. They deliver shared assets, not shared services. Few enterprises are prepared to trade performance degradation for an improved cost structure… Each [delivery] transformation drives significant change around funding models, structure and roles, process, people management, sourcing, and automation. Because the delivery models represent a maturity path, models cannot be skipped. … Leaders who fail to understand the road map and the specific attributes of each model, or who fail to make a concrete decision around which model they are targeting, inevitably take "a little of this and a little of that," implementing aspects of various delivery models, which then fail to come together as expected and/or deliver dysfunctional results. Source: “Understand Shared-Service Fundamentals and Avoid Perennial Traps”, Published: 15 November 2010, ID:G00208647



The Evolution of IT Delivery Strategy 
Requires All Stages 

Asset 
Optimization 

Process 
Optimization 

Service 
Optimization 

Value 
Optimization 

To successfully change the IT 
strategy, you CANNOT skip stages 
 
Each stage build upon the  
previous one. 



The Evolution of IT Delivery Strategy 
Requires All Stages 

Asset 
Optimization 

Process 
Optimization 

Service 
Optimization 

Value 
Optimization 

An exclusive focus on cost 
prevents IT maturation and 
ultimately leads to 
disappointment when IT is 
unprepared to contribute to 
broader organizational goals.   



Knowing Where You Are 

• Clarify your expectations of IT 
• Understand the likely service outcomes 
• Communicate with department leaders on 

their role to facilitate the targeted service 
outcome 



Align Strategy With Investment 



Business and IT alignment is a 
perennial topic 

Are these your priorities, too ? 



Questions for the Chief Executive 

1. Do you have a well-defined jurisdictional strategy to 
which IT can align?  

If “yes” on 1, 2, and 3, your IT strategy 
is already >90% baked in current plans 

2. Does your jurisdictional strategy include a clear 
prioritization of departmental initiatives? 

3. Do your prioritized initiatives have explicit funding for 
their technology components? 



Well-Defined Jurisdictional Strategies Help 
Improve IT Strategies 

= Areas where IT can make a tangible contribution 



Prioritization of Departmental Initiatives 
Provides Focus for IT Investment 

Source: Strategic Offsites  Group, “Critical Conversations That Reset How Your Organization Manages Initiatives”,  
Balanced Scorecard Report , March-April  2012 

These projects should get 
priority within the IT Strategy 

and Delivery Plan 



Prioritization of Departmental Initiatives 
Provides Focus for IT Investment 

Source: Strategic Offsites  Group, “Critical Conversations That Reset How Your Organization Manages Initiatives”,  
Balanced Scorecard Report , March-April  2012 

These projects are probably 
fighting for scarce IT resources 

in your organization today. 



Aligning Strategy With Investment 

• Create a well-defined jurisdictional strategy 
…then build IT strategies to complement it 
 

• Prioritize departmental activities 
… then associate IT investments to accomplish them 
 

• Rationalize which activities get funded 
… then budget IT costs as integral to the activities 



Follow-up on IT Strategy Execution 
 



IT Success Depends on Interlocking 
Issues 

Source: “Hunting and Harvesting in a Digital World: The 2013 CIO Agenda”, Gartner Executive Programs, January 2013 



Skills Needed Will Vary with the Targeted  
IT Service Delivery Model 

Utility Provider 

• Asset Management 
• Process Management 
• Cost Management 
• Project Management 
• Business Case 

Development 

Critical Managerial Skills 

Service Bureau 

• Service-Level Management 
• Relationship Management 
• Vendor Management 
• Resource Management 
• Benchmarking 

Change Agency 

• Community Engagement  
• Cross-Departmental 

Strategic Alignment 
• Portfolio Management 
• Service Pricing 
• Strategic Sourcing 
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Successful IT Strategies Have Funding Which Matches 
 Departmental Priorities 

Service Costs 

Source: N. Dean Meyer , “Internal Market Economics: practical resource-governance processes based on principles we all believe in”, 2013 



IT needs a Balanced Scorecard, too 

The IT scorecard can communicate linkage to the 
broader organization scorecard 

Source: Gartner 



Reassess IT Plans Regularly 
 



IT Strategies Age Quickly 

• Most IT assets fully 
depreciate in 5 years 

• 2 year operating budgets 
may subvert IT agility 

• Reassess goals and plans 
every 6 months  



Next Steps 
• What to do on Monday 

– Determine what role you value for IT in your organization 

• What to do within 30 days 
– Communicate your vision of the role for IT in the organization  
– Talk to dept. heads about how they want to use technology 
– Talk to CIO/IT Director about what barriers exist  

•  (Spoiler alert: Not all barriers are financial) 

• What to do within 6 months 
– Ensure dept strategies/budgets include explicit costs for IT 

• A “business case” for the use of technology in their operations 

– Ensure funding/resources match real costs 
• Align IT strategies to fulfill funded dept. expectations 



Questions/Comments? 

Additional Information… 
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